Check us out and get involved!

AgNIC stands for the Agricultural Network Information Collaborative, an agricultural information organization comprised of institutional partners, with designated representatives, often information professionals, acting on behalf of those institutional partners. AgNIC exists as a project-based initiative, whose purpose is to accomplish a specific mission-based goal through partner collaboration. Our value as an organization includes:

- A 20-year record of service and collaboration between NAL, LGU, HBCU, and international partners.
- Creating definite products like central database of resources, collaboration with on NAL thesaurus, long-term reference service, metadata standards, and digitization projects.

AgNIC and USAIN
Opportunities for USAIN members to learn about AgNIC activities are made available by the AgNIC interest group within USAIN at biennial USAIN Conferences like this one. The AgNIC interest group has traditionally brought the visibility of AgNIC to potential partners who are USAIN members, but increasingly allows AgNIC partners to share their projects and accomplishments at USAIN’s biennial conferences. Many information professionals who are members of USAIN concurrently represent their institutions as AgNIC partners as well.

AgNIC and the National Agricultural Library
The projects undertaken by AgNIC are defined by AgNIC partners. NAL is a significant AgNIC partner, one of more than fifty partners across our collaborative organization. NAL’s support of AgNIC as Secretariat for the organization helps AgNIC and NAL accomplish projects of mutual interest. For AgNIC, NAL has a strong and primary role by providing leadership in content development, policies, and support for partner institutions.

Want to get involved with AgNIC?
You probably already know an AgNIC partner, but you can always contact us directly at agnicinbox@gmail.com. And for further information about us, please check us out at:

www.agnic.org